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Abstract— Smart City frameworks address new challenges to
improve efficiency and sustainability of services for citizens,
providing additional features and allowing the city environment
to adaptively configure according to collected data and
information. To this aim, Decision Support Systems, DSS, have
recently been acquiring increasing importance in such a context.
This paper presents a Smart Decision Support System for Smart
City, based on the evolution of the Analytical Hierarchical
Process model, which has been integrated with the Italian Flag 3values logic representation. Original contributes of the this work
are (i) the integration of the hierarchical model and probabilistic
values and their propagation in the decision tree, (ii) the
capability integrating social and data processes by accessing and
querying external repositories, to gather Smart City related data
assisting decision makers, through the use of properly defined
functions and thresholds; (iii) the system is designed as a
collaborative framework, allowing multiple users to share, clone
and modify models and different instances of a same model. The
proposed system has been validated in real cases by exploiting
decision processes on smart city services of Km4City solution in
use
in
the
Florence
metropolitan
area
http://www.disit.org/km4city .
Keywords — Smart City, Decision Support Systems, System
Thinking, Anaylitical Hierarchical Process, Italian Flag.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The term Smart City refers to an urban system aiming at
fulfilling efficiency and sustainability criteria [1] within critical
domains and application areas such as mobility, energy and
environment management, administrative services etc. This
goal can be achieved by exploiting Public Administration, PA,
Open and Private Data, OD, PD, different kinds of sensors and
other data sources, upon which structured information and
knowledge can be extracted and inferred, in order to make
infrastructures and services more accessible and interactive. A
city is composed of several different operational environments,
infrastructures and networks which can be improved and
optimized through the application of advanced solutions. The
necessity arises to assess the current status of the city (through
data coming from sensor networks placed in the urban area)
and make decisions according to specific objectives and goals
to be achieved. This implies the development of deeply
connected infrastructures, evolving into and together with the
Smart City environment. At the basis of such an approach there
are computational methods and Decision Support Systems,
DSS, widely applied in many fields and domains for assisting
the automation of decisional process, consisting in analyzing
and understanding the different needs and requirements to be
met, taking into account relative benefits and disadvantages of

all the constituting elements. DSSs have been widely studied
and used in a large variety of application areas, from clinical
DSS to business and management, including also Smart City.
This is due to their flexibility in assisting decision-making
processes; they can actually be employed to solve even not
well structured problems, combining also complex analytical
models and techniques with more traditional data access and
data recovery processes. Several approaches and techniques,
supporting the decision-making process, have been recently
proposed and investigated. Among them, goal models, goal
state machines [2] integrated with systematic analysis have
been proved to be useful in describing a system domain by
properly capturing its requirements and allowing the evaluation
of objectives achievement [3]. Techniques such as evolutionary
algorithms, neural networks, fuzzy systems, and Bayesian
networks have been widely used to support financial decision
in economics and finance [4], [5], [6]. DSS can be divided into
five main categories, followed the taxonomy proposed by
Power [7]: Model-driven DSS are focused on extrapolating
analytical, mathematical or quantitative models from a general
problem-solving task [8]; Communication-driven DSSs provide
coordination and communication among multiple users
working on shared tasks and activities, reaching collaborative
and shared decision-making; Data-driven DSSs support
manipulation of data time series (large data collections,
historical, real-time, internal or external data, etc.), accessible
through querying a data warehouse for specific purposes;
Document-driven DSSs are represented by computerized
frameworks, integrating storage and computational
technologies in order to support unstructured document
retrieval and analysis; Knowledge-driven DSSs rely on external
knowledge in the form of best practices, computational
procedures and rules, expert knowledge and problem solving
expertise and other source of information which can be stored
in logical structures, accessible and readable by machines and
software agents [9].
Recent solutions rely on System Thinking paradigms,
oriented to problem solving and decision support in Smart City
environments. According to this approach, a modern city or
urban area is seen as a highly interconnected entity, from a
social and technological point of view. System Thinking has
been recently adopted in Smart City contexts, as in the STEEP
project [10] for energy saving planning and interventions, and
also in wider contexts, such as rural environments [11], without
integrating data and community opinions. Some software tools
are available in the Web, developed for supporting evidencebased reasoning handling also uncertainty, such as Perimeta

[12], which has the limits in mathemattical models and
veriffication, collabborative aspeccts and direct access
a
to data..
The
T solution pproposed in this
t
paper co
onsists of a m
mixed
Com
mmunication-, Data-, and Knowledge-dri
K
iven “Smart” DSS
to asssist decisionnal processes in the Smart City context.. For
“Sm
mart” we intendd the capacityy of keeping deecision assesssment
proccess always uupdated, on thhe basis of daata collected from
datab
bases and sttakeholders, and
a
thus to support deccision
mak
kers in a moree efficient mannner. The pro
oposed approaach is
integ
grated into thee Km4City sollution (knowleedge model foor the
city)). Km4City iss a Smart Cityy environmentt (Km4City S
Smart
City ontology annd Smart Cityy developmen
nt tools) for data
aggrregation and semantic inteeroperability, and with AP
PI for
mob
bile and web aapplications [113]. The papeer is organizeed as
follo
ows: Section II is dedicated to explain req
quirements annd the
systeem architectuure of the prooposed Smart DSS. Sectioon III
desccribes the Smaart DSS modeel used (http:///smartds.disit..org).
Section IV analyzzes a real casse study, in which
w
the Km44City
Serv
vice and modeel [13] has beeen exploited for retrievingg data
for the Florence metropolitann area. Section V is left
ft for
concclusions.
II.

REQU
UIREMENTS AN
ND SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
R

Typically,
T
a city presennts several Decision Maakers
acco
ording to the ddifferent areas:: mobility and
d transport, culltural
herittage, commerccial, environm
ment, energy, etc. Each of them
havee under control a number of infrastructtures on the ssame
area,, that are also connected eaach other and thus
t
they sharre the
samee ground moodel of the ciity, for exam
mple the Km44City
mod
del [13]. For example, thhe mobility and
a
transport city
manager may neeed to manage the
t constructio
on of a new m
metro
line, which impliees a numbers of
o progressive works. Moreeover,
even
n commercial operators need to make decision,
d
and may
beneefit of accessinng to a part off the same dataa. In this conteext, a
num
mber of decisions may need to be madee to recover from
unpllanned situatiions such as:: moving buss stops, channging
streeet directions, changing planned
p
worrk, open a new
com
mmercial activvity, etc. In this sense, similar deccision
mod
dels/processes can be applieed to differen
nt areas of thee city
grou
unded on diffeerent data. A successful
s
deccision process may
be used
u
to learrn and tune the model for a succeessive
application. A succcessful decission subproceess/subtask app
pplied
in given
g
context by a differennt Decision Maker
M
(even of a
diffeerent area) maay be very profitably reappliied/reused in oother
conttexts.
The
T proposedd Smart DSS is a mixed Communicattion-,
Data
a-, and Knowlledge-driven based
b
on Analytical Hierarcchical
Proccess, AHP, [14] for automaatic decision, and collaborrative
work
k on decisionn processes. The AHP model
m
is a geeneral
evalu
uation method supportinng complex decision-maaking
proccesses [14]. IIt is based on values and
a
judgmentts of
indiv
viduals and grroups, where judgments are determined oon the
basiss of a multileevel hierarchiccal structure in
n order to achhieve
somee defined goaals. The AHP model allows to decomposse the
decission problem in a hierarchhy of sub-pro
oblems, whichh are
easieer to understaand and can be
b analyzed in
ndependently.. The
AHP
P model has bbeen modifiedd (as described
d in the follow
wing)
in order
o
to integgrate the Itaalian Flag (IF
F) 3-values logic
repreesentation annd model [15],
[
which allows handdling
unceertainty measuures. The prooposed system
m is provided with

deciision models built in a ligh
ght collaboratiive manner am
mong
deciision makers,, who can sshare, reuse/cclone and modify
m
mod
dels, as well as
a use differennt instances of
o a same moddel in
diffeerent context (e.g., geogrraphically loccated in diffferent
locaations of the city, applied onn different datta). The estim
mation
of th
he IF probabillities and weigghts of decisio
onal criteria caan be
deteermined by (i)) directly acccessing Smart City Data posing
querries to RDF (resource deescription fram
mework) stores in
SPA
ARQL (recursiive acronym ffor SPARQL Protocol and RDF
Queery Languagee), and querrying SQL (Structured
(
Q
Query
Language) relatio
onal databasees; (ii) assesssing the citiizens’
opin
nions via liv
ve polls or qquestionnaires, interviews and
work
kshops getting users’ opinnions; (iii) vaalues derived from
exteernal sources and
a experts.
The
T proposed Smart DSS iss implemented
d as a client-sserver
appllication, see Figure
F
1. Thee client side module
m
allow
ws the
Decision Makerss to model, clone, share and activatee the
com
mputing of decision
d
proccesses. The client offerss the
capaabilities of deefining logicaal functions (in order to gather
g
dataa and informattion from datab
abases), as welll as the creatiion of
pairw
wise comparison matrices aand threshold values to estiimate
IF values,
v
decisional criteria weeights and to calculate the finale
f
deciision coefficieents. The Deciision Makers can
c exploit models
m
and tools to veriify and validdate the comp
putational deccision
proccesses, as desccribed in the foollowing.

Fig. 1.
1 Smart DSS Block Architecturee.

The
T server-sid
de is divided iinto two main
n modules: thee DSS
mod
dule and the User
U
Manageement module. The former is in
charrge of managing DSS moduules and instan
nces, as well as
a the
operrations perform
med on them from users, accordingly
a
to their
roles and privileg
ges; the latter is used by the administratoors to
conttrol the differeent types of reegistered userss and roles.
III.

THE ENHA
ANCED DSS MODEL

The
T decision model
m
at the bbasis of the Sm
mart DSS presented
in this
t
paper has been develloped accordiing to the Syystem
Thin
nking paradigm, focusingg on the AHP
A
model [14]
integ
grated with th
he IF (Italiann Flag) repressentation struccture,
whicch is a confid
dence-based 33-values logicc used to meeasure
unceertainties (offten reported in users opinion
o
rates and
interrviews, or fro
om soundagess, questionnairres on the cittizens
[15]]). Decision makers
m
create ddecision models, defining crriteria
and their hierarch
hy and decom
mposition in sub-processes.
s
. The
term
m “model” add
dresses only thhe hierarchicaal structure wiithout
interrnal data. Th
he term instannce is conneected directly to a
mod
del and contains the data (inn terms of IF probability values
v
and criteria priorrity weights) required to calculate the final

decission (as later described). The
T proposed solution provvides
the capability off estimating such valuess through loogical
funcctions properlyy defined by decision
d
makeers on the bassis of
semaantic query rresults on Sm
mart City onttologies and RDF
Storee, or on other databases.
The developm
ment of the decisional
d
proccess is carriedd out
throu
ugh the steps described in next subssections: first,, the
hieraarchical decission model is defined; th
hen, one or m
more
instaances can be ggenerated from
m each modeel by filling thhe IF
values for decisioonal criteria (thhrough differeent modalitiess, see
Section III.C). Subsequentlyy, the matrrix for pairrwise
comp
mparison has tto be generatted and weig
ghts for decissional
criteeria have to bbe determinedd. Finally, a bottom-up
b
proocess
perfo
orms an overrall consistenccy check of IF
F probabilitiees for
inner nodes andd calculate the
t
final deecision, whicch is
repreesented by thee estimated IF values of the Goal (root) noode.
A. Implementatio
I
on of the Smarrt DSS Model
As
A a first phaase, the decisiion makers deeeply analyzees the
prob
blem, organizing it in a hierarchical
h
tree
t
composedd by
diffeerent levels (inn the proposedd solution, if this
t work has been
alreaady performedd or partially performed
p
in th
he past, he/shee can
reusee a decision pprocess or som
me parts). According to the AHP
mod
del, at the top oof the hierarchhy is the Goall, which is thee root
of th
he decision trree. The noddes belonging to the first level
undeer the goal reppresent the deccisional criteria which have been
defin
ned to achievve the goal. Lower level no
odes describe subcriteeria, as well aas alternativees to reach th
he goal, and even
prop
perties of correesponding uppper level criterria, organized in as
many levels as thoose necessaryy to have a com
mplete descripption
of th
he problem. The successiive step is the assignmennt of
weig
ghts to each node. Such weights
w
are defined
d
as priiority
values (so that theeir sum, calcullated for all crriteria belonginng to
a sam
me level, yieldds 1). In ordeer to estimate priority weighhts, a
set of pairwise comparison matrices is built. Each level
identifies a differeent comparisonn matrix, in which
w
the criterria of
the considered
c
levvel are compared in pairs using the Saaaty’s
scalee [14]. This rating scale assigns integ
gers from 1 to 9
acco
ording to the relative impoortance betweeen the comppared
elem
ments from eqqual importance to extremee importance. The
proccedure of pairw
wise compariison matrix geeneration, orieented
to prriority weightss calculation, is
i described in
n Section III.D
D.
B. Italian
I
Flag
The
T IF modeel is a three--value logic with
w
measurees of
unceertainties [15],, and is adopteed as a suitable representatioon of
proccess uncertaintty in the proposed DSS. It has been desiigned
to reeceive input ddata from diffeerent sources, including citiizens
and experts opinnions and feeedbacks (therrefore, potenttially
hand
dling also unncertainty situuations, e.g., “I don’t havve an
opin
nion yet”). In ssuch contexts, an event maay occur or noot, as
well as the reliance that a geneeric propositio
on may be truue or
falsee, can be onnly partial, soo that some level of beliief is
assig
gned to an uncertain state. Thus, given a geeneric
prop
position or eveent E, we can define
d
its prob
bability P(E) aas the
evidence for E, P
P(not(E)) as the
t evidence against
a
E andd 1 –
P(E)) – P(not(E)) as the meeasure of unccertainty. IF is a
grap
phical represenntation of the above
a
defined
d triple form [P
P(E),
1 – P(E)
P
– P(not((E)), P(not(E)))], where P(E
E) is depictedd as a
green bar, 1 – P
P(E) – P(nott(E)) is depiccted in whitee and
P(no
ot(E)) in red, as illustrated in Figure 2. A compact waay to

reprresent the IF record is to indicate explicitly the intterval
[P(E
E), 1– P(not(E
E))], see Figuree 2.
1
= [1.0, 1.0]

is certainly
TRUE

= [0.0, 0.0]

is certainly
FALSE

= [0.0, 1.0]

= [0.4, 0.9]

is totally
UNCERTAIN
is considered
d
TRUE for 40%,
UNCERTAIN for 50%
0%
and FALSE for 10

Fig. 2.
2 Three-value logic IF representtation for a generric proposition orr event
E, wiith some example
es explained.

In
I the following, we use thhe notation g=
=P(E), r=P(noot(E))
and,, consequently
y, w = 1 – (g + r) to definee the green, redd and
whitte probability values, respeectively. A general
g
schem
ma for
the modified AH
HP hierarchy including the IF is show
wn in
Figu
ure 3, in wh
hich the notaation that willl be used inn the
follo
owing is introd
duced.

Fig. 3.
3 General schem
ma of the enhanceed AHP hierarchical model.

C. Generation
G
off Model Instannces
Once
O
the hierarchical deecision modeel is created,, the
deciision makers can create an instance of a previously
geneerated model, by filling the nodes of the hierarchical model
m
with
h IF probabilities. Such values can be
b gathered from
diffeerent sources:
1)) Data from databases: inn this case, thee system allow
ws the
deciision maker to
o pose, for eacch node/proceess, queries to RDF
sem
mantic reposito
ory (by providding valid SP
PARQL endpoint),
as well
w as to a gen
neric SQL relaational databaase. Queries can be
also
o used to get results from some online querionnairess. For
instaance, one wou
uld assess (i) the best new position for a bus
stop
p that has to be
b moved in aany way from a former locaation,
or (ii)
( the accep
ptable comproomize from energy
e
savingg and
illum
minating the nights
n
in a garrden area, or (iii) the sitabiliity of
a place to open a new commeercial utility in
n a certain arrea of
the city, taking in
nto account, hhow many co
ommercial serrvices
of th
he same type are located in the neighbo
orhood, how many
m
publlic transport facilities
f
reachh and connectt the chosen urban
u
areaa etc. Such expected
e
querry results are supposed to
t be
num
merical. In orrder to obtainn the requireed IF valuess, the
deciision maker can
c define loogical function
ns by combbining
querriess and comp
paring resultss wrt threshold
ds.

2) Data coming from stakeholdes opinions and feedbacks
gathered by interviewing selected stakeholders or citizens
groups. Opinions are directly mapped into IF values, assigning
to the green value the percentage of opinions in favor of the
addressed decisional condition or criterion, to the white value
the percentage of uncertainty opinions (as well as answers not
provided), and to the red value the percentage of opinions
against the condition. After translating opinions into statistical
values, these are used to fill the decision nodes tree as IF
records.
3) Expert data: this kind of data is represented, for
instance, by statistical values coming from the decision
maker’s experience, existing studies and collaborative
workshops. Such entries are ready to be directly inserted as IF
probabilities into each node of the hierarchy.
D. Pairwise Comparison Matrix and Priority Weigths
This step is devoted to identify and estimate the weights to
be associated with each decisional criterion. As mentioned in
Section III.A, this is done by using the evaluation matrix,
whose single elements are obtained by pairwise comparisons of
the decision criteria: Considering a generic level
of the
, ⋯ , , the pairwise
hierarchy, composed of N criteria
comparison matrix is defined as:

⋯
⋱
⋯

⋮

⋮
̂

E. Model Consistency Check and Final Decision
Computation
Once a creation of a certain instance of a model is
completed, before executing the final decision computation,
the system is supposed to have in input well defined values for
criteria priority weigths, as well as for the IF values of criteria
at lowest level (leaf criteria). For inner criteria, IF probabilities
can be defined by the decision maker (in one of the ways
explained in Section III.C), or they can be left undefined; in
this last case, they are calculated through the procedure
described in the following. Such procedure is also in charge of
validating the consistency of IF values for inner nodes where
they are defined, in order to resolve potential inconsistencies
between calculated values and existing ones. Following a
bottom-up process, consistency for an inner i-th criterion at
level composed of N nodes, is calculated as follows:
·




⋯
⋮

̂

·

̂
̂

1

,…,

⋮

This last property is in agreement with the Saaty’s rating scale.
Once the pairwise comparison matrix
has been generated for a certain level of the hierarchy, the priority weights
for corresponding criteria are determined through the following
procedure: first, a normalization by column is made over P,
thus obtaining the matrix. Keeping the assumption to have N
nodes at level , the matrix is defined as:
⋯
⋱
⋯

̂

·

where elements pij are the Saaty’s scale values for comparison
between criteria. The pairwise comparison matrix P is
composed of finite elements, it is positive-definite (that is, all
minors of P are positive), its diagonal elements are equal to 1,
and symmetrical elements stand in a reciprocal relationship:
1
,
1
,

̂

1

⋮

⋱

⋮

⋯

where:
,…,

Then, priority weighs are obtained by computing the
arithmetic mean over the rows of the normalized matrix:

When an inconsistency occurs (that is, when the difference
between calculated and existing values exceeds a user defined
confidence threshold), the decision maker can choose among
three alternatives: (A) set new bounds, by replacing existing
values with the ones calculated in (1); in this case, the decision
maker can select among different alternatives, e.g. setting new
values for IF bands upper bound, lower bound or boths; (B)
replace existing values with those coming from new
interviews and opinions; (C) leave the IF values as they are,
without modifications. The IF values calculated by the
systyem will be used for computation of the final decision.
Thus, the decision maker is assisted in minimizing errors
when filling instance values, due to complex and large model
structures, as well as to the fact that models and instance can
be shared, cloned and modified as part of a collaborative
framework, increasing the risk of propagation of
inconsistencies. At end of the whole bottom-up process, the IF
values calculated in (1) for the Goal (root) node (for
0)
yields the final decision triple result, provi-ding that to each
leaf criterion a valid IF record is assigned, and that each
priority weight is defined. The final outcome is defined as:
 Positive (favorable) outcome, if g > th;
 Negative (not favorable) outcome, if r > th;
 Uncertain outcome, if g <= th and r <= th;
where th is a threshold imposed by the decision maker.

IV.

A CASE STUDY

In this section, a real world case study is presented, in order
to show a complete workflow and processes to create and
instantiate a decisional model in our Smart DSS. The addressed
process has to determine whether it is viable or not to move a
bus stop from a certain <Location1> to another <Location2>. It
is a typical example in which a smart DSS can be useful when
dealing with the necessity of diverting a part of the public
transportation service, whether temporarily or not, due for
instance to modifications to the urban area road map, changes
of traffic conditions, temporary works to public infrastructures,
or concurrently to the organization of big events etc. IF
probability values have been filled by collecting interviews and
opinions from citizens. The Km4City [3] ontology, designed
and developed at our DISIT Lab is used for gathering Smart
City data. The system may query different repositories for each
process/criterion.
TABLE I. DECISIONAL CRITERIA USED TO BUILD THE HIERARCHICAL
MODEL FOR THE PROPOSED USE CASE (BUS STOP MOVING WITHIN THE
CITY).

Goal

1st Level Criteria
Dat
Description aTy
pe
C1:
Modifications to
the original Bus
line route
C2: Evaluation
of logistic
problems of new
bus stop location

G (=
C0):
Mov
e a C3: Evaluation
Bus of traffic flow
Stop
from

<Lo
catio
n1>
C4: Points of
to
Interest in
<Lo proximity (the
catio same street) of
n2> <Location2>

2nd Level Criteria
Description
C1.1: Distance from
<Location1>
C1.2: Keep the new bus
stop on the same street
of <Location1>
C2.1: Presence of works
in the immediate
vicinity of <Location2>
C2.2: Evaluation of
roadway width at
<Location2>

3rd Level Criteria
Data
Type

Data
Type

TABLE II.
SPARQL QUERIES AND PROBABILITY VALUES USED FOR
CRITERIA DESIGNED FOR THE STUDIED REAL USE CASE (LISTED IN TABLE I).
PREFIXES ARE DEFINED FOR THE FIRST QUERY ONLY.
Criteri
on

Data Type

O

Value / Query Function

g = 1.0; r = 0.0; w = 0.0 if Q <= Th11;
g = 0.5; r = 0.25; w = 0.25 if Q > Th11;
Where Q: SELECT (bif:st_distance(bif:st_point

M

C1.1

SPARQL
Query

C3.1.1: Opinions
from citizens
C3.1.2: Reports from
Public Administration
C3.1.3: Data from
Smart City repository

O

C1.2

O

C2.1
Q

Citizens
Opinion
Manually
Inserted

C2.2
O

SPARQL
Query

Q

C5: Number of
bus lines passing
Q
by the old bus
stop

For this use case, a Smart DSS model has been designed. A
tabular view of the model and the chosen decisional criteria is
shown in Table I, where the abbreviations in the “Data Type”
field denote the different data sources: “Q” indicates that data
from which the IF values are gathered from the Km4City
repository through SPARQL queries; “O” stands for opinions
and interviews collected among citizens and other actors like
business stakeholders and Public Administration; “M” means
that IF probabilities are provided by the decision maker. The
field is left empty whenever IF values are not defined (this case

g = 0.0; r = 1.0; w = 0.0.

?road km4c:roadName <STREET_TOPONYM>.
?road km4c:containsElement ?roadEl.
?roadEl km4c:width ?roadWidth.}

Note: Th22 is the defined threshold;
<STREET_TOPONYM> represents the street name of
<Location2>.

Q

Q

g = 0.8; r = 0.2; w = 0.0.

g = 0.4; r = 0.6; w = 0.0 if Q <= Th22;
g = 0.6; r = 0.4; w = 0.0 if Q > Th22;
Where Q: SELECT ?roadWidth WHERE {

O
C4.1.1: Opinions
from citizens
C4.1.2: Data from
Smart City repository

(<LONG1>,<LAT1>), bif:st_point
(<LONG2>,<LAT2>)) as ?dist) WHERE { }

Note: Th11 is the defined threshold; <LONG1> and
<LAT1> represent longitude and latitude of
<Location1> (similarly for <LAT2> and <LONG2>).

Q

C4.1: Commercial
Services (shops &
markets)
C4.2: Hospitals and
healthcare centers
C4.3: Educational
Institutions (schools and
University)

Description

Q

C3.1: Private vehicles
traffic flow in proximity
of <Location2>
C3.2: PA Reports on
Public Transport traffic
flow in proximity of
<Location2>

may occur only for inner nodes as stated in the requirements to
be met in Section III.E); in this case, they will be calculated
during the computation of the decision. Note also that the
notation of criteria at different levels is slightly different from
the one adopted in the general theoretical exposure in Section
III.B and III.D, for a matter of clarity. In Table II, generalized
SPARQL queries and probability values used (together with
priority weights are reported, whose definition is omitted for
brevity) to run the simulation of final decision computation.
The result of the decision process is shown in Figure 4; in this
simulation, considering a decision threshold of 0.5 (50%), the
final decision results to be in favor the defined goal; actually
the IF values for the goal (root node) results to be g0=53.4%,
r0=38.6 and w0=8.0%. The solution provided allows keeping
trace of the evolving values for the Smart DSS processes set up
over time. The data obtained from the day by day activity
collected from databases may change the IF of the global
decision process. This fact does not mean that one would
change decision in real time, while that the trends have to be
monitored by the decision makers to detect dysfunctional cases
and taking decisions.

C3.1.1
C3.1.2

C3.1.3

Citizens
Opinion
Reports
from PA

SPARQL
Query

g = 0.6; r = 0.1; w = 0.3.
g = 0.2; r = 0.65; w = 0.15.
g = 0.4; r = 0.6; w = 0.0 if Q <= Th313;
g = 0.6; r = 0.4; w = 0.0 if Q > Th313;
Where Q: SELECT ?TFlow WHERE {
km4cr:<#SENS> km4c:concentration ?TFlow.}

Note: Th313 is the defined threshold; <#SENS> is the
identifier of a traffic sensor.
C3.2
C4.1.1

C4.1.2

Reports
from PA
Citizens
Opinion
SPARQL
Query

g = 0.6; r = 0.3; w = 0.1.
g = 0.4; r = 0.5; w = 0.1.
g = 0.15; r = 0.75; w = 0.1 if Q <= Th412;
g = 0.75; r = 0.15; w = 0.1 if Q > Th412;
Where Q: SELECT (COUNT(?service)) WHERE {
?road km4c:roadName <STREET_TOPONYM>.
?service a km4c:Shopping.
?service km4c:isInRoad ?road.}

Note: Th412 is thhe defined thresho
old;
<STREET_TOP
PONYM> represeents the street nam
me of
<Location2>.
g = 0.35; r = 0.445; w = 0.2 if Q <=
< Th42;
g = 0.55; r = 0.225; w = 0.2 if Q > Th42;
Where Q: SELECCT (COUNT(?serv
vice)) WHERE {
C4.2

SPARQL
Query

?road km4c:roadName <STREET_TOPONYM>.
?service a km4c:HealthCare.
?service km
m4c:isInRoad ?road.}

Note: Th42 is thee defined thresholld;
<STREET_TOP
PONYM> represeents the street nam
me of
<Location2>.
g = 0.25; r = 0.335; w = 0.4 if Q <=
< Th43;
g = 0.65; r = 0.22; w = 0.15 if Q > Th43;
Where Q: SELECCT (COUNT(?serv
vice)) WHERE {
C4.3

C5
5

SPARQL
Query

SPARQL
Query

?road km4c:roadName <STREET_TOPONYM>.
n.
?service a km4c:Education
?service km
m4c:isInRoad ?road.}

Note: Th43 is thee defined thresholld;
<STREET_TOP
PONYM> represeents the street nam
me of
<Location2>.
g = 0.7; r = 0.3; w = 0.0 if Q <= Th313;
g = 0.3; r = 0.7; w = 0.0 if Q > Th313;
e)) WHERE {
Where Q: SELECCT (COUNT(?line

actu
ually, it proviides the capaability of acceessing Smart City
relatted data (by querying extternal semanttic repositoriees or
relattional databasses), and usinng them to deetermine IF values
v
lead
ding to the final
fi
decision computation
n. The modell and
solu
ution proposeed is accessib
ible on http://smartds.disit.org,
pleaase use paolo.nesi@unifi.itt as user nam
me, and “prova” as
passsword. A casee study has bbeen studied and developeed, in
ordeer to assess th
he effective ccapabilities and understandd the
expaandability potential of the pproposed soluttion.
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